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SECTION - I

1. Which one of the following is not correctly matched ?
(a) Pandit Krishna Maharaj : Tabla
(b) Pandit Birju Maharaj  : Sarod
(c) Ustad Bismillah Khan  : Shehnai
(d) Ustad Vilayat Khan   : Sitar

2. Which one of the following is not correctly matched ?
National Highway Places Connected
(a) NH 1   : Delhi-Pakistan border

(Near Amritsar)
(b) NH 2   : Delhi - Kolkata
(c) NH 8   : Delhi-Chennai
(d) NH 10 : Delhi-Fazilka

(Near Pakistan border)
3. Consider the following statements :

1. Half the water vapour in the air in atmosphere lies below
an altitude of 1000 m.

2. The amount of precipitable water in the atmosphere
increases from the equator to the poles.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct ?
(a) Only 1 (b) Only 2
(c) Both 1 and 2 (d) Neither 1 nor 2

4. Match List-I (Name of items) with List-II (Name of Scientists
related to items) and select the correct answer using the
codes given below the Lists:

List-I List-II
(Name of items) (Name of scientists

related to items)
A. Black body radiations 1. Lawrence
B. X-rays 2. Madame Curie
C. Radium 3. Rontgen
D. Cyclotron 4. Planck
(a) A-1; B-3; C-2; D-4 (b) A-4; B-2; C-3; D-1
(c) A-1; B-2; C-3; D-4 (d) A-4; B-3; C-2; D-1

5 Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer from
the codes given below the lists—

List-I List-II
(Place) (Industry)

A. Vishakhapatnam 1. Automobile
B. Muri 2. Ship-building
C. Gurgaon 3. Fertiliser
D. Panki 4. Aluminium
(a) A-2; B-3; C-4; D-1 (b) A-2; B-4; C-1; D-3
(c) A-1; B-2; C-3; D-4 (d) A-2; B-4; C-3; D-1

6. Match List-I and List-II and select the correct answer from
the codes given below—

List -I List-II
(Atomic Power Plant) (State)
A. Kaiga 1. Maharashtra
B. Tarapur 2. Karnataka
C. Kundankulam 3. Uttar Pradesh
D. Narora 4. Tamil Nadu
(a) A-2; B-1; C-3; D-4 (b) A-1; B-3; C-4; D-2
(c) A-2; B-1; C-4; D-3 (d) A-1; B-4; C-2; D-3
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7. Match List-I and List-II and select the correct answer from
the code given below—

List -I List-II
(National Park) (State)
A. Kaziranga 1. Orissa
B. Sundarban 2. Gujarat
C. Nandan Kanan 3. West Bengal
D. Gir 4. Assam
(a) A-4; B-3; C-2; D-1 (b) A-4; B-3; C-1; D-2
(c) A-2; B-4; C-1; D-3 (d) A-1; B-4; C-3; D-2

8. In the United Nations, who decides the quantum of
contribution of each member to the income resources of the
UN?
(a) Trusteeship Council (b) Economic & Social Council
(c) Security Council (d) General Assembly

9. Which among the following are the official languages of the
United Nations Organisation ?
1. Arabic 2. Chinese
3. German 4. Spanish
Select the correct answer using the code given below :
(a) 1, 2 and 3 (b) 1, 2 and 4
(c) 2, 3 and 4 (d) 3 and 4

10. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using
the code given below the lists:

List-I List -II
(Person) (Organization)

A. Anil Agarwal 1. Gujarat Heavy Chemicals
Ltd.

B. Gautam H. Singhania 2. Raymond Ltd.
C. Sanjay Dalmia 3. Vedanta Resources
D. Venugopal Dhoot 4. Videocon Group
(a) A-3; B-1; C-2; D-4 (b) A-4; B-1; C-2; D-3
(c) A-3; B-2; C-1; D-4 (d) A-4; B-2; C-1; D-3

11. Which one of the following pairs (industry and industrialist)
is not properly matched?
(a) Reliance — Mukesh Ambani
(b) Wipro—R. Krishnamurthy
(c) Airtel—Bharati Mittal
(d) Nano Car—Ratan Tata

12. Match List-I (Lawn Tennis Player) with List-II (Country)
and select the correct answer using the codes given below
the lists :
             List-I    List-II
(Lawn Tennis Player) (Country)
A. Lindsay Davenport 1. Brazil
B. Anastasia Myskina 2. America
C. Carlos Moya 3. Russia
D. Gustavo Kuerten 4. Spain
(a) A-4; B-3; C-2; D-1 (b) A-2; B-1; C-4; D-3
(c) A-4; B-1; C-2; D-3 (d) A-2; B-3; C-4; D-1

13. Match List-I (Lawn Tennis Player) with List-II (Country)
and select the correct answer using the code given below
the lists :

             List-I List-II
(Lawn Tennis Player) (Country)
A. Rafel Nadal 1. Belgium
B. Mary Pierce 2. Argentina
C. Justine Henin-Hardenne 3. Spain
D. Mariano Puerta 4. France

5. U.S.A.
(a) A-1; B-2; C-3; D-4 (b) A-3; B-4; C-1; D-2
(c) A-1; B-4; C-3; D-2 (d) A-3; B-2; C-1; D-4

14. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using
the code given below the lists:

List-I List-II
(Book) (Author)

A. In Custody 1. Amartya Sen
B. Sea of Poppies 2. Amitav Ghosh
C. The Argumentative Indian 3. Anita Desai
D. Unaccustomed Earth 4. Jhumpa Lahiri
(a) A-4; B-1; C-2; D-3 (b) A-4; B-2; C-1; D-3
(c) A-3; B-2; C-1; D-4 (d) A-3; B-1; C-2; D-4

15. Consider the following countries:
1. Switzerland 2. Malta
3. Bulgaria
Which of the above are members of European Union?
(a) 1 and 2 only (b) 2 and 3 only
(c) 1 and 3 only (d) 1, 2 and 3

16. Which one of the following pairs is not correctly matched?
City River

(a) Berlin : Rhine
(b) London : Thames
(c) New York : Hudson
(d) Vienna : Danube

17. Match List-I (Country) with List-II (Currency) on the basis
of codes :

List -I (Country) List -II (Currency)
(A) Mexico 1. Yen
(B) Austria 2. Peso
(C) Japan 3. Riyal
(D) Saudi Arab 4. Euro
(a) A-2; B-3; C-4; D-1 (b) A-1; B-4; C-3; D-2
(c) A-2; B-4; C-1; D-3 (d) A-3; B-2; C-4; D-1

18. The government has decided to celebrate the Pravasi
Bhartiya Divas every year on a day on which Mahatma
Gandhi returned from South Africa. When is Pravasi Bhartiya
Divas celebrated?
(a) October 30 (b) June 17
(c) January 9 (d) April 27

19. India is a member of which of the following?
1. Asian Development Bank
2. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
3. Colombo Plan
4. Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD)
Select the correct answer using the code given below—
(a) 1 and 3 only (b) 2 and 4 only
(c) 1, 2 and 3 only (d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
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20. Match List-I with List-II and select the correct answer using
the codes given below the lists—

List -I  (Service/Agency) List -II (Country)
A. Foreign Intelligence 1. Israel

Service
B. Ministry of State 2. Britain

Security
C. Secret Intelligence 3. China

Service
D. The Mossad 4. Russia
(a) A-4; B-1; C-2; D-3 (b) A-2; B-3; C-4; D-1
(c) A-4; B-3; C-2; D-1 (d) A-2; B-1; C-4; D-3

21. Match List-I (Cup) with List-II (Games)  on  the  basis  of
code—

List -I (Cup) List -II (Games)
A. Agha khan Cup 1. Golf
B. Uber Cup 2. Football
C. Durand Cup 3. Hockey
D. Ryder Cup 4. Badminton
(a) A-1; B-2; C-4; D-3 (b) A-2; B-3; C-1; D-4
(c) A-3; B-4; C-2; D-1 (d) A-4; B-1; C-3; D-2

22. The government has decided to increase the digits of Postal
Index Number (PIN) from the present six digits to a code
having
(a) 7 digits (b) 9 digits
(c) 8 digits (d) 10 digits

23. The chairman of CII is
(a) K.V. Kamath
(b) Javed Alam
(c) Sunil Bharti Mittal
(d) None of these

24. The Brand Ambassador for BSNL is
(a) Sachin Tendulkar (b) Deepika Padukone
(c) Preeti Zinta (d) Mahendra Singh Dhoni

25. The fifteenth SAARC Summit will be held in
(a) Islamabad (b) Dhaka
(c) Kathmandu (d) Kandy

26. Match List-I (Current) with List-II (Ocean) and select the
correct answer using the codes given below the Lists:

List-I (Current) List-II (Ocean)
A. Aguthas 1. North Atlantic
B. Aleutian 2. South Pacific
C. Canaries 3. South Indian
D. Humboldt 4. North Pacific
(a) A-2; B-1; C-4; D-3 (b) A-2; B-4; C-1; D-3
(c) A-3; B-1; C-4; D-2 (d) A-3; B-4; C-1; D-2

27. Match List-I (Sea) with List-II (Country) and select the
correct answer using the codes given below the Lists :

List-I (Sea) List-II (Country)
A. Barents Sea 1. Canada
B. Beaufort Sea 2. New Zealand
C. North Sea 3. Russia
D. Tasman Sea 4. United Kingdom
(a) A-2; B-1; C-4; D-3 (b) A-2; B-4; C-1; D-3
(c) A-3; B-1; C-4; D-2 (d) A-3; B-4; C-1; D-2

28. Which one of the following pairs is correctly matched?
Rivers Major Tributaries

(a) Godavari Pairi, Hasdo, Tel
(b) Maha Puma, Penganga, Wain ganga
(c) Krishna Manjra, Dudhana, Indravati
(d) Cauvery Kabani, Hemavati, Amaravati

29. Which of the following bodies is responsible for the
distribution of revenues between the centre and the state?
(a) Planning Commission
(b) Finance Commission
(c) Inter-State Council
(d) National Development Council

30. Which country won the 2006 FIFA Cup (World Football
Cup) ?
(a) France (b) Brazil
(c) Italy (d) Germany

SECTION - II

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 31-33) : Study the information given below
and answer the questions based on it.
Four sisters Suvarna, Tara, Uma and Vibha are playing a game such
that the loser doubles the money of each of the other player.
They played four games and each sister lost one game in alphabetical
order. At the end of fourth game each sister had Rs 32.
31. Who started with the highest amount?

(a) Suvarna (b) Tara
(c) Uma (d) Vibha

32. What was the amount with Uma at the end of the second
round?
(a) 36 (b) 72
(c) 16 (d) None of these.

33. How many rupees did Suvarna start with?
(a) 60 (b) 34
(c) 66 (d) 28

34. A man pointing to a photograph says, “The lady in the
photograph is my nephew’s maternal grandmother and her
son is my sister’s brother-in-law.” How is the lady in the
photograph related to his sister who has no other sister?
(a) Mother (b) Cousin
(c) Mother-in-law (d) Sister-in-law

35. Five students participated in the scholarship examination
“Sudha scored higher than Puja. Kavita scored lower than
Suma but higher than Sudha. Mamta scored between Puja
and Sudha.” Who scored lowest in the examination?
(a) Puja (b) Kavita
(c) Mamta (d) Sudha

36. Eighty kilograms (kg) of store material is to be transported
to a location 10 km away. Any number of couriers can be
used to transport the material. The material can be packed in
any number of units of 10, 20 or 40 kg. Courier charges are
Rs 10 per hour. Couriers travel at the speed of 10 km/hr if
they are not carrying any load, at 5 km/hr if carrying 10 kg, at
2 km/hr if carrying 20 kg and at 1 km/hr if carrying 40 kg. A
courier cannot carry more than 40 kg of load. The minimum
cost at which 80 kg of store material can be transported to
its destination will be
(a) Rs 160 (b) Rs 180
(c) Rs 140 (d) Rs 120
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DIRECTIONS (Qs. 37-38) : In each of these questions a few
statements are followed by four conclusions numbered I, II, III
and IV. Consider the given statements to be true even if they seem
to be at variance with commonly known facts. Read all the
conclusion(s) and then decide which of the given conclusion(s)
logically follow(s) from the given statements.
37. Statements :

A. No killer is a sweater.
B. No jacket is a sweater.
C. Some jackets are roses.
Conclusions :
I. Some roses are sweaters.
II. Some roses are not sweaters.
III. No killer is a jacket.
IV. Some jackets are killers.
(a) Either I or II and III follow.
(b) Either III or IV and II follow.
(c) Either II or III follows.
(d) Either I or II and either III or IV follow.

38. Statements:
A. All mirrors are phones.
B. Some phones are gadgets.
C. All gadgets are mirrors.
Conclusions :
I. Some gadgets are phones.
II. Some gadgets are mirrors.
III. Some gadgets are not mirrors.
IV Some mirrors are phones.
(a) Only I and II follow.
(b) None follows.
(c) Only II and II follow.
(d) Either II or IV follow.

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 39-42) : Read the following information
carefully and answer the following questions:
Following are the criteria for organising interview of such
candidates as have been selected for the promotion to officer’s
grade from assistant grade in the PRS Industrial Group Limited:

The candidate to be called for interview must
(i) be a graduate with minimum 50% marks.
(ii) have minimum five years’ experience.
(iii) have obtained at least ‘C’ ratings in performance (speed

of work) and the quality of work each during the last
three years. For his five ratings A, B, C, D and E have
been created on the basis of  “Performance Appraisal
Report” (PAR) with the lowest ratings of A and the
highest ratings of E.

(iv) have obtained at least ‘D’ ratings in the approach to
work (dependability) and in the flexibility of work each
for his/her works in the last three years. For this, seven
ratings A, B, C, D, E, F and G have been formulated on
the basis of “Performance Appraisal Report” with
lowest ratings of A and the highest ratings of G.

However, in case of a candidate who fulfils all the criteria except
(A) (i) above, but has passed Graduation Exam and has got

‘E’ ratings in approach to work in the last three years,
may be referred to the Assistant Manager (Personnel).

(B) (ii) above, but has experience of three years in clerical
cadre job and has got at least ‘D’ ratings in the quality
of work for his/her works in the last three years, may be
referred to the Deputy Manager (Personnel).
Based on these criteria and information provided
against each candidate, decide the course of action.
You are not to assume anything. If the data provided
are not adequate to decide the given course of action,
your answer will be “Data inadequate”.  All the
candidates fulfil the criterion of age.

Give answer
(a) if data are inadequate
(b) if not to be selected
(c) if case is to be referred to the Assistant Manager
(d) if case is to be referred to the Deputy Manager.

39. Ramesh Dutta is a young man and laborious assistant who
joined this organisation seven years ago after passing
graduation with 45% marks. He has ‘D’ grade for performance
and ‘E’ rating for the quality of work in Performance
Appraisal Report for last five years. He has got ‘E’ rating for
dependability and ‘F’ rating for flexibility in the same PAR
for the same no. of years.

40. Renu Shukla, the wife of SK Shukla, got more than 49%
marks in graduation in Science from Patna University. She
joined this organisation six years ago. She got ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’
and  ‘F’ ratings for performance, quality of work,
dependability and flexibility respectively in PAR for the last
three years.

41. Amod Deuba added feathers to his cap when he got 79%
marks in graduation in commerce. He has some experience
in clerical cadre too. He got ‘F’ ratings in approach to work
and flexibility in PAR for the last few years. He is a sportsman
too.

42. Soni Nanda is a brilliant postgraduate in Science and has
secured 69% and 68% marks in graduation and post-
graduation  respectively. He has ‘D’  and  ‘E’ grades for
dependability and flexibility respectively in Performance
Appraisal Report for the last five years. He had joined the
office 5 years ago. He has ‘B’ and ‘C’ grade for ‘speed of
work’ and ‘quality’ respectively in PAR for the last five years.

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 43-45) : Study the following information to
answer the given questions.
A word arrangement machine, when given an input line of words,
rearranges them following a particular rule in each step. The
following is the illustration of the input and the steps of
arrangement:

Input: man’s mood varies with time and environment
Step I: varies with man’s mood environment and time
Step II: and time environment mood man’s varies with
Step III: environment time and varies with mood man’s
Step IV: and varies environment time man’s mood with

And so on for subsequent steps. You have to find out the logic
and answer the questions given below.
43. If Step V reads ‘bees are sucking juice from colourful

flowers”, what would Step III read ?
(a) sucking are bees colourful flowers juice from
(b) colourful juice from bees sucking flowers are
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(c) colourful flowers from juice sucking bees are
(d) from juice colourful flowers are bees sucking

44. If the given input is “he has learnt a lot from Krishna”, what
will be Step VI?
(a) he a has from learnt lot Krishna
(b) has from he a Krishna lot learnt
(c) lot learnt Krishna a he has from
(d) Krishna a lot learnt from has he

45. Input: he is member of the dancing club.
For the above input, which step will be the following
arrangement?
Arrangement: is of he the club dancing member.
(a) Step IV (b) Step V
(c) Step VI (d) Step III

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 46-49) :  Read the information given below
and answer the questions that follow:

There are four girls W, X, Y and Z. Four cars—Esteem, Matiz,
Santro and Tata are at their disposal not in the same order. Their
hobbies are music, dance, painting and theatre and they live in
Pune. Nasik, Solapur and Surat.

(i) X and Y can drive Matiz.
(ii) Y can’t drive Santro and Tata, her hobby is dancing

and she is interested in painting.
(iii) W can drive Esteem and Santro.
(iv) Z drivesTata, Matiz and Esteem and likes theatre.
(v) X likes music.
(vi) W likes music and theatre.
Dance programs are conducted in Pune, Solapur and Surat.

There are theatres only in Nasik and Pune. Nasik has the only
painting gallery. Music shows are conducted in Solapur and Surat
only.
46. If W can go to Pune, which car will she use and which show

will she watch?
(a) Santro, music (b) Esteem, theatre
(c) Esteem, dance (d) Santro, dance

47. X and Z decide to go out together. Which of  the following
statement (s) is/are false ?
(I) They go to Nasik for a painting exhibition.
(II) They go for a long drive in a Matiz.
(III) They go to Surat and watch a play.
(a) II only (b) I only
(c) II and III (d) I and III

48. If only Santro and Esteem are available for transport, who
will go for a show in Surat ?
(a) W, Dance (b) W, Esteem
(c) X, Santro (d) (a) and (b)

49. Who can go for a painting exhibition in a Matiz ?
(a) Y (b) X
(c) W (d) (a) and (b)

50. When Anuj saw Manish, he recalled, “He is the son of the
father of my daughter’s mother.” Who is Manish to Anuj?
(a) Brother (b) Brother-in-law
(c) Cousin (d) Uncle

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 51-53) : Read the following information
carefuly and answer the questions given below it.

The District Magistrate of a city has set following criteria
for issuing a licence to organise Durga Puja to Organisations/
Clubs/Puja Samitees at public places.

The Organisation/Club/Puja Samitee must
1. have registration, which should be at least 10 years

old.
2. have not less than 150 active members.
3. have the support of local MLA.
4. be ready to deposit the security money of Rs.2,00,000.
5. possess a plot of 10,000 sq feet for celebrating

(organising) the Puja.
6. arrange their own generator for lighting in the Puja.
7. elect its chairperson by democratic process.
However, if the Organisation/Club/Puja Samitee fulfils all
criteria except
A. Condition (7), but an MP is the chairperson of the

Organisation/Club/Puja Samitee, the case may be
referrecd to IG police.

B. Condition (6), but can pay Rs 25000 extra for the
electricity bill, the case may be referred to GM, electricity
board.

C. Condition (5), but possesses a plot of 8,000 sq feet for
celebrating the Puja, the case may be referred to SDM,
district.

On the basis of the above conditions and the information
provided about each of the Organisations/Clubs/Puja Samitees in
the questions below, you have to decide which of the following
courses of action should be taken against each Organisation/
Club/Puja Samitee. Please not that you do not assume anything
regarding any Organisation/Club/Puja Samitee. The decision
should be based only on the information provided. Give answer

(a) Licence to be issued
(b) Licence not to be issued
(c) May be referred to GM, electricity board
(d) May be referred to SDM, district

51. Mr Anil Singh is the Chairperson of Young Blood Puja
Samitee. He has been elected by 267/500 votes, voted by
the members of the club only. The club was registered in
1987 and delves in social work also. The club has a large
fund, so it can deposit the security money of Rs.2,00,000
easily. The club has its own generator for lighting and has
booked a large plot of size 15,000 square feet from the local
authority to celebrate the puja. The local MLA has supported
the club for celebrating puja.

52. Rajasthan Mitra Mandal is the oldest registered club of the
city and has continuously been celebrating the puja for the
last 30 years. The club has its own plot of 12,000 sq feet and
a big generator for lighting. The club has the support of
both local MP and MLA. It has more than 700 members and
an elected chairperson.

53. The Bengali Association of the city wants to celebrate Durga
Puja near Kali Mandir. It can use the generator of the Mandir
for lighting. Mr. Anand Roop Choudhary is the chairperson
of the Association. All Bengali of the city, whose numbers
more than 150, members of the club. The Association can
deposit the security money. Only 9000 sq feet of area is
vacant around the Mandir. The Association was registered
in 1972 and Mr Choudhary is the first elected chairperson of
the Association. Local MLA Mr. Duti Pahan is supporting
the Assoication for celebrating puja.
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DIRECTIONS (Qs. 54-57) : Study the following information to
anwer the given questions:

(i) A, B, C, D, E, F and G are seven members of a family.
(ii) There are two Doctors, two Teachers, two Professors

and one Lawyer.
(iii) No lady is either Teacher or Lawyer .
(iv) Teacher’s wife is a Professor and Lawyer’s wife is also

a Professor.
(v) C is daughter-in -law of F and mother of E.
(vi) B, a Doctor, is son of G and E who is not a Professor, is

the daughter of Lawyer.
(vii) A’s husband is a Teacher and A is mother -in-law of C

and grandmother of B.
(viii) F is grandfather of B and D.

54. These family members belong to how many generations?
(a) Four (b) Two
(c) Either two or three (d) None of these

55. Which of the following is one of the married couple ?
(a) GC (b) FC
(c) GA (d) Cannot be determined

56. What is D to C ?
(a) Daughter -in-law (b) Son-in-law
(c) Daughter (d) None of these

57. Which of the following is the profession of D ?
(a) Doctor (b) Professor
(c) Lawyer (d) None of these

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 58-61) : Read the following information and
answer the questions based on them :

Five school children went to a chocolate shop and bought
some chocolates.

I. Number of chocolates bought by them were 1, 2, 3, 4 or
5 not necessarily in that order.

II. Price of any chocolate that the shop sells is a whole
number.

III. There are two children related to each other and they
paid the same price for each of the chocolates that
they bought and the others paid double that price for
each of the items that they bought.

IV. The two children who were related together bought
more chocolates than the other three and they together
paid Rs. 15 less as compared to the other three.

58. What is the price per chocolate at which the two children
bought the chocolates?
(a) Rs.5 (b) Rs.8
(c) Rs.10 (d) Rs. 15

59. How many chocolates were bought at the higher price ?
(a) 9 (b) 7
(c) 6 (d) 5

60. What was the total amount paid by the five children?
(a) Rs. 100 (b) Rs. 105
(c) Rs. 120 (d) Rs. 130

61. If the two related children had paid Rs. 27 less as compared
to others, then what could have been the price paid by
others for each ?
(a) Rs.12 (b) Rs.15
(c) Rs. 18 (d) Not possible

62. There is a gathering to felicitate 7 cricketers T, U, V, W, X, Y
and Z. They are all seated on one side of a rectangular table.
V and W want to leave early and so will occupy the two
positions on the extreme right of the table. T is the man of
the match and hence will occupy the centre position. U and
V are bitter enemies and should be seated as far as possible.
Y,T and X are great friends and so must be seated always
next to each other. What is the position of X?
(a) 3rd (b) 4th
(c) 5th (d) 3rd or 5th

SECTION - III

63. A person standing on the bank of a river finds that the angle
of elevation of the top of a tower on the opposite bank is
45°. Then which of the following statements is correct?
(a) The breadth of the river is half of the height of the

tower.
(b) The breadth of the river and the height of the tower are

the same.
(c) The breadth of the river is twice the height of the tower.
(d) None of these

64. If a secq + b tanq = 1 and a2 secq – b2 tan2q = 5, then
a2b2 + 4a2 is equal to :

(a) 9b2 (b)
9
2a

(c) –2
b

(d) 9

65. In the given figure, AB is diameter of the circle and the
points C and D are on the circumference such that ÐCAD =
30º and ÐCBA 70º. What is the measure of ÐACD?

A B

CD

70°
30°

(a) 40° (b) 50°
(c) 30° (d) 90°

66. A window on one side of a road is 12 m above ground. A
ladder is placed on the road to reach the window. If the
ladder is turned on the other side of the road, keeping its
feet on the same point, it can reach a window which is at a
height of 9 m from the ground. Supposing the length of the
ladder to be 15 m, what is the width of the road?
(a) 9 m (b) 21 m
(c) 12 m (d) None of these

67. ABCD is a square, F is the mid-point of AB and E is a point
on BC such that BE is one-third of BC.  If  area  of
DFBE = 108 m2, then the length of AC is :

(a) 63 m (b) 36 2 m

(c) 263  m (d) 72 2 m
68. The perimeters of two similar triangles ABC and PQR are

36 cm, and 24 cm, respectively. If PQ = 10 cm, then the
length of AB is :
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(a) 16 cm (b) 12 cm
(c) 14 cm (d) 15 cm

69. A pump can be operated both for filling a tank and for
emptying it. The capacity of the tank is 2400 m3. The
emptying capacity of the pump is 10 m3 per minute higher
than its filling capacity. Consequently; the pump needs 8
minutes less to empty the tank than to fill the filling capacity
of the pump.
(a) 45 m3/min (b) 40 m3/min
(c) 50 m3/min (d) 55 m3/min

70. In a rectangle, the difference between the sum of the
adjacent sides and the diagonal is half the length of the
longer side. What is the ratio of the shorter to the longer
side?

(a) 2:3 (b) 3:1

(c) 5:2 (d) 3 : 4

71. A polygon has 25 sides, the lengths of which starting from
the smallest side are in A.P. If the perimeter of the polygon is
2100 cm and the length of the largest side is 20 times that of
the smallest, then the length of the smallest side and the
common difference of the A.P are

(a) 8 cm and 16
3

 cm respectively

(b) 8 cm and 15
3

 cm respectively

(c) 6 cm and 16
3

 cm respectively

(d) None of these.
72. A sequence is generated by the rule that the nth term is n2 + 1

for each positive integer n. In this sequence, for any value
n > 1, the value of (n + 1)th term less the value of nth term is
(a) 2n2 + 1 (b) n2 + 1
(c) 2n + 1 (d) n + 2

73. All values in S1 are changed in sign, while those in S2  remain
unchanged. Which of the following statements is true?
(a) Every member of S1 is greater than or equal to every

member of S2.
(b) G is in S1.
(c) If all numbers originally in S1 and  S2 had the same sign,

then after the change of sign, the largest number of S1
and S2 is in S1

(d) None of the above
74. There are two containers : the first contains 500 ml of alcohol,

while the second contains 500 ml of water. Three cups of
alcohol from the first container is removed and is mixed well
in the second container. Then three cups of this  mixture is
removed and is mixed in the first container. Let ‘A’ denote
the proportion of water in the first container and ‘B’ denote
the proportion of alcohol in the second container. Then,
(a) A > B (b) A < B
(c) A = B (d) Cannot be determined

75. If logx a, a x/2, and logb x are in GP, then x is :
(a) loga (logba)
(b) loga(logea) + loga(logeb)
(c) – loga(logab)
(d) loga(logeb)– loga(logea)

76. Find the following sum

2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1.........

(2 1) (4 1) (6 1) (20 1)
+ + + +

- - - -

(a)
9

10
(b)

10
11

(c)
19
21

(d)
10
21

77. A, B, C, D, ..................X, Y, Z are the players who participated
in a tournament. Everyone played with every other player
exactly once. A win scores 2 points, a draw scores 1 point
and a loss scores 0 points. None of the matches ended in a
draw. No two players scored the same score. At the end of
the tournament, the ranking list is published which is in
accordance with the alphabetical order. Then
(a) M wins over N (b) N wins over M
(c) M does not play with N (d) None of these

78. There are five boxes each of a different weight and none
weighing more than 100. Arun weights two boxes at a time
and obtains the following readings in grams : 110, 112, 113,
114, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121. What is the weight of the
heaviest box?
(a) 60 (b) 61
(c) 64 (d) can't be determined

79. The probability that a computer company will get a computer
hardware contract is 2/3 and the Probability that it will not
get a software contract is 5/9. If the Probability of getting at
least one contract is 4/5, what is the probability that it will
get both the contract?
(a) 14/45 (b) 20/25
(c) 16/50 (d) 12/40

80. In an examination hall, there are four rows of chairs. Each
row has 8 chairs one behind the other. There are two classes
sitting for the examination with 16 students in each class. It
is desired that in each row all students belong to the same
class and that no two adjacent rows are allotted to the same
class. In how many ways can these 32 students be seated?
(a) 2  ×  16!  ×  16!
(b) 2  ×  16!  ×  15!
(c) 2  ×  15!  ×  15!
(d) 2  ×  14!  ×  16!

81. An examination paper contains 8 questions of which 4 have
3 possible answers each, 3 have 2 possible answers each
and the remaining one question has 5 possible answers.
The total number of possible answers to all the questions
is:
(a) 2880 (b) 78
(c) 94 (d) 3240
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82. An article manufactured by a company consists of two parts A and B. In the process of manufacture of part A, 9 out of 100 are
likely to be defective. Similarly 5 out of 100 are likely to be defective in the process of manufacture of part B. The probability that
the assembled part will not be defective is
(a) 0.8645 (b) 0.9645
(c) 0.6243 (d) None of these

83. A and B play a game where each is asked to select a number from 1 to 5. If the two numbers match, both of them win a prize. The
probability that they will not win a prize in a single trial is
(a) 1/25 (b) 24/25
(c) 2/25 (d) none of these

84. Three wheels can complete respectively 60,36,24 revolutions per minute. There is a red spot on each wheel that touches the
ground at time zero. After how much time, all these spots will simultaneously touch the ground again?
(a) 5/2 seconds (b) 5/3 seconds
(c) 5 seconds (d) 7.5 seconds

85. The average monthly salary of employees, consisting of officers and workers of an organisation is Rs 3000. The average salary
of an officer is Rs 10,000 while that of a worker is Rs 2,000 per month. If there are total 400 employees in the organisation, find the
number of officers and workers separately.
(a) 50, 350 (b) 350, 450
(c) 50, 275 (d) 325, 350

86. If a + b + c = 0, where a b c¹ ¹ , then,
2 2 2

2 2 22 2 2
a b c

a bc b ac c ab
+ +

+ + +
 is equal to

(a) zero (b) 1
(c) –1 (d) abc

DIRECTIONS (QS. 87 & 88) : Read the information given below and answer the questions that follow :
The petrol consumption rate of a new model car ‘Palto’ depends on its speed and may be described by the graph below.

hour/kmspeed

9.7

4 45.2

806040

10

8

6

2

0

Fu
el

 co
ns

um
pt
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n 

lit
re

/h
ou

r

87. Manasa makes the 200 km trip from Mumbai at a steady speed of 60 km per hour. What is the amount of petrol consumed for the
journey?
(a) 12.5 litres (b) 13.33 litres
(c) 16 litres (d) 19.75 litres

88. Manasa would like to minimize the fuel consumption for the trip by driving at the appropriate speed. How should she change the
speed?
(a) Increase the speed
(b) Decrease the speed
(c) Maintain the speed at 60 km/hour
(d) Cannot be determined

89. The value of is
45455555

4555
22

33

+´-

+

(a) 100 (b) 150
(c) 125 (d) 75
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SECTION - IV
DIRECTIONS (Qs. 90 - 93) : These questions are based on the table and information given below.

The following is a table describing garments manufactured based upon the colour and size for each lay. There are four sizes :
M-Medium, L-Large, XL-Extra Large and XXL-Extra-Extra Large. There are three colours: Yellow, Red and White.

Lay No. M L XL XXL M L XL XXL M L XL XXL
1 14 14 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 42 21 0
3 20 20 10 0 18 18 9 0 0 0 0 0
4 20 20 10 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 15 0
5 0 0 0 0 24 24 12 0 30 30 15 0
6 22 22 11 0 24 24 12 0 32 32 16 0
7 0 24 24 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 20 20 10 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0
9 0 20 20 10 0 0 0 0 0 22 22 11
10 0 0 0 0 0 26 26 13 0 20 20 10
11 0 22 22 11 0 26 26 13 0 22 22 11
12 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 22
15 0 0 10 10 0 0 2 2 0 0 22 22
16 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22
24 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
25 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 14
27 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 12

Production 76 162 136 97 67 194 89 59 135 198 195 156
Order 75 162 135 97 67 194 89 59 135 197 195 155
Surplus 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Lay
Number of Garments

Yellow Red White

90. How many lays are used to produce yellow coloured fabrics?
(a) 10 (b) 11 (c) 12 (d) 14

91. How many lays are used to produce Extra- Extra Large fabrics?
(a) 15 (b) 16 (c) 17 (d) 18

92. How many lays are used to produce Extra-Extra Large Yellow or Extra-Extra Large White fabrics?
(a) 8 (b) 9 (c) 10 (d) 15

93. How many varieties of fabrics, which exceed the order, have been produced?
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 5 (d) 6

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 94 to 97): Study the table to answer these questions.
Number of cancer cases over two years for selected countries
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Country 2005 (in 
'00 cases)

2006 (Rate 
per 10,000)

2007 (in '00 cases)

A 53 0.1 46
B 345 2.1 145
C 87 1.1 39
D 81 33.9 26
E 84 0.8 23
F 1365 0.9 209
G 661 13.0 239
H 516 1.9 236
J 36 0.2 16
K 95 1.8 23
L 262 3.9 156
M 19 0.0 18
N 1862 3.3 563
P 47 56.2 11
Q 49 0.5 18
R 337 5.0 235
S 61 1.2 35
T 17 0.3 12
U 896 1.5 235
V 39 1.4 14
W 31 0.0 5
X 501 0.6 12
Y 217 1.4 73
Z 31 0.9 22

AA 39 0.8 13
AB 46 0.4 35
AC 48 0.1 21
AD 71 0.8 32
AE 162 2.4 83
AF 655 1.1 241
AG 21,861 8.9 6445
AH 869 1.4 219
AJ 19 0.0 13

All countries that have reported more than five hundred cancer to the WHO in 2007 are listed here. The left column gives the total
number of cases reported by each country for 2006, the middle column gives the 2006 rate (cancer cases per 10,000 population) and the
last column shows the number of cases reported in early 2007.

Most of the 2007 reports were for only the first quarter of the year. Owing to reporting delays of six months or more, cases
reported in 2007 actually were diagnosed in 2006.
94. What is the population of AD on the basis of the reported cases of cancer in 2006 (in thousands)?

(a) 825,000 (b) 812,500
(c) 810,000 (d) None of these

95. Which country has reported the second highest number of cancer cases to WHO during 2006?
(a) N (b) AG
(c) F (d) U

96. The countries which have reported less than 2000 cases in both the 2006 and early 2007 are
(a)  M, J and P (b) V,AJ and W
(c)  W, M and T (d) M, T and AJ

97. Which of the following are true from the table?
I. The reported cancer cases of M, W and AJ as compared to their population are negligible.
II. The 2006 rate is highest for P though the reported cases are only 4700.
III. The population of R is 664,000 in 2006.
IV. P reported more than 20,000 cases of cancer in early 2007.
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(a) I, II and III (b) II and III
(c) 1 and II (d) I, II and IV

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 98 - 100) : These questions are based on the charts given below.

500
400

300
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100
0

19991998199719961995

600
566544510

464487
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98. In which year during the period 1996-1999 was Chaidesh’s export of tea, as a proportion of tea produced, the highest?
(a) 1996 (b) 1997 (c) 1998 (d) 1999

99. In which of the following years was the population of Chaidesh the lowest?
(a) 1995 (b) 1996 (c) 1997 (d) 1999

100. The area under tea cultivation continuously decreased in all four years from 1996 to 1999, by 10%, 7%, 4% and 1%, respectively.
In which year was tea productivity (production per unit of area ) the highest?
(a) 1999 (b) 1998 (c) 1997 (d) 1996

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 101 - 104) : These questions are based on the table and information given below.
The following table gives details regarding the total earnings of 15 employees and the number of days they have worked on

complex, medium and simple operations in the month of June 2002. Even though the employees might have worked on an operation,
they would be eligible for earnings only if they have minimum level of efficiency.

Total Earnings Total Days
Emp. No. Complex Medium Simple Total Complex Medium Simple Total
2001147 82.98 636.53 719.51 3.00 0.00 23.00 26.00
2001148 51.53 461.73 513.26 3.33 1.67 16.00 21.00
2001149 171.71 79.10 250.81 5.50 4.00 8.50 18.00
2001150 100.47 497.47 597.95 6.00 4.67 7.33 18.00
2001151 594.43 159.64 754.06 9.67 13.33 0.00 23.00
2001156 89.70 89.70 8.00 0.00 1.00 9.00
2001158 472.31 109.73 582.04 1.39 9.61 0.00 11.00
2001164 402.25 735.22 213.67 1351.14 5.27 12.07 0.67 18.00
2001170 576.57 576.57 21.00 0.00 0.00 21.00

Total Earnings Total Days
Emp. No. Complex Medium Simple Total Complex Medium Simple Total
2001171 286.48 6.10 292.57 8.38 4.25 0.38 13.00
2001172 512.10 117.46 629.56 10.00 8.50 3.50 22.00
2001173 1303.88 1303.88 25.50 0.00 0.50 26.00
2001174 1017.94 1017.94 26.00 0.00 0.00 26.00
2001179 46.56 776.19 822.75 2.00 19.00 0.00 21.00
2001180 116.40 1262.79 1379.19 5.00 19.00 0.00 24.00

101. The number of employees who have earned more than 50 rupees per day in complex operations is
(a) 4 (b) 3 (c) 5 (d) 6

102. The number of employees who have earned more than 600 rupees and having more than 80% attendance (there are 25 regular
working days in June 2002; some might be coming on overtime too) is
(a) 4 (b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 7
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103. The employee number of the person who has earned the
maximum earnings per day in medium operation is
(a) 2001180 (b) 2001164
(c) 2001172 (d) 2001179

104. Among the employees who were engaged in complex and
medium operations, the number of employees whose
average earning per day in complex operations is more than
average earning per day in medium operations is
(a) 2 (b) 3
(c) 5 (d) 7

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 105 - 108) : These questions are based on the
information and graph given below.

The length of an infant is one of the measures of his/her
development in the early stages of his /her life. The figure below
shows the growth chart of four infants in the five months of life.
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105. Among the four infants, who grew the least in the first five
months of life?
(a) Geeta (b) Seeta
(c) Ram (d) Shyam

106. The rate of growth during the third month was the lowest
for
(a) Geeta (b) Seeta
(c) Ram (d) Shyam

107. Who grew at the fastest rate in the first two months of life ?
(a) Geeta (b) Seeta
(c) Ram (d) Shyam

108. After which month did Seeta’s rate of growth start to decline?

(a) Second month (b) Third month
(c) Fourth month (d) Never

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 109 to 112) : Read the information given
below carefully to answer these questions :

State-owned BSNL’S net profit has slipped down by 77%
during 2002-03 fiscal to Rs. 1444 crore, down from Rs. 6,312 crore,
although revenues were up by five percent at over Rs 25,000
crore.

BSNL officials put the decline in profit to a one time outgo
and funds on clearing arrears on salaries and benefits as well as
higher operating expenses. They said falling STD tariffs and
increasing competition from private firms was not the main cause
for this fall.

But it is believed that BSNL will never have the kind of
profits like it did in the era of huge STD margins, until 2001. “Last
year, we paid about Rs 6,266 crore in various arrears as against Rs
3,848 crore in 2001-02”, said BSNL CMD, Mr. Prithipal Singh. BSNL
has about 3.5 lakh employees and is introducing VRS.

“Our operating expenses went up, mainly on account of
fuel charges that are required for power backup, by over Rs 300
crore,” added Singh.

He also said that the government had not fully reimbursed
its licence fee and spectrum charges for the cellular business.
“BSNL got Rs. 2,000 crore and our revenues will be up another
percent or so,” said Singh. He said, however, that if they were not
fully reimbursed for the licence fee, then the profit growth this
year could be less than Rs 3,000 crore.
109. Reasons attributable to the reported decrease in the profit

of  BSNL during 2002-03 is/are
(a) Falling STD tariffs.
(b) Increasing competition.
(c) Both (a) and (b)
(d) Arrears clearance of salaries and benefits.

110. Which one of the following is the correct statement ?
(a) BSNL’s operating expenses have gone up due to fuel

charges.
(b) Government has reimbursed Rs 2,300 crore as licence

fee and spectrum charges.
(c) BSNL will make huge profit due to STD margins.
(d) Fuel is not used for maintaining power backup.

111. The revenue during 2001-02 was approximately
(a) Rs 25,000 crore (b) Rs 1,444 crore
(c) Rs 23,800 crore (d) Cannot be determined

112. Arrears paid by BSNL in 2001-02 were approximately what
percent of the arrears paid in 2002-03?
(a) 53% (b) 61%
(c) 64% (d) None of these

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 113 to 115) : Examine the graph given below
to answer the questions that follow.
Gross Receipts (in million Rs) of  three Fast food restaurants
(2000-2002)
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113. The 2000-2002 gross receipts for Mega Burger exceeded
those of Pizza Pie by approximately.
(a) Rs. 2 million (b) Rs. 2.2 million
(c) Rs. 8.2 million (d) Rs. 8.4 million

114. The percent increase in receipts for Pizza Pie exceeded the
receipts of  Mega Burger by approximately how much during
the year 2002 ?
(a) 20% (b) 0%
(c) 10% (d) 15%

115. In the year 2002, decline in gross receipts of Crunchy Chicken
may be attributed to  :
(a) increases in popularity of pizzas.
(b) increases in popularity of burgers.
(c) decrease in demand for chicken.
(d) Cannot be determined.

SECTION - V

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 116 to 127) : Read the three passages carefully
and answer the questions given at the end of each passage.

PASSAGE – I
Now unless I am wearying you.  I have got just one other

land tax, and that is a tax on royalties.  The landlords are receiving
eight million a year by way of royalties, What for?  They never
deposited the coal there.  It was not they who planted these great
granite rocks in Wales, who laid the foundations of the mountains.
Was it the landlord? And yet he, by some divine right, demands –
for merely the right for men to risk their lives in hewing these
rocks – eight million a year!

Take any coalfield.  I went down to a coalfield the other
day, and they pointed collieries there.  They said: 'You see that
colliery there.  The first man who went there spent a quarter of a
million in sinking shafts, in driving mains and levels.  He never got
coal.  The second man who came spent £100,000 – and he failed.
The third man came along, and the got the coal.  But what was the
landlord doing in the meantime?  The first manfailed; but the
landlord got his royalties, the landlord got his dead-rents.  The
second man failed, but the landlord got his royalties.  These
capitalists put their money in.  When the scheme failed, what did
the landlord put in? He simply put in the bailiffs.  The capitalist
risks at any rate the whole of his money; the engineer puts his
brains in, the miner risks his life.'

Have you been down a coal-mine? Then you know.  I was
telling you I went down the other day.  We sank down into a pit
half a mile deep.  We then walked underneath the mountain, and
we did about three- quarters of a mile with rock and shale above
us.  The earth seemed to be straining- around us and above us- to
crush us in.  You could see the pit- props bent and twisted and
sundered until you saw their fibres split.  Some times they give
way, and then there is mutilation and death.  Often a spark ignites,
the whole pit is deluged in fire, and the breath of life is scorched
out of hundreds of beasts by the consuming fire.

In the very next colliery to the one I descended, just three
years ago, three hundred people lost their lives in that way; and
yet when he Prime Minister and I knock at the door of these great
landlords and say to them, ‘Here, you know these poor fellows

who have been digging up royalties at the risk of their lives, some
of them are old, they have survived the perils of their trade, they
are broken, they can earn no more.  Won’t you give something
towards keeping them out of the workhouse?’ they scowl at you.
And we say:” Only a ha’penny, just a copper ?’ They say :’ you
thieves!’ And they turn their dogs on us, and every day you can
hear their bark.  If this is an indication of the view taken by  these
great landlords of their responsibility to the people who, at the
risk of life, create their wealth, then I say their day of reckoning is
at hand.

All I can say is this- the ownership of land is not merely an
enjoyment, it is a stewardship.  It has been reckoned as such in
the past, and if they cease to discharge their functions, the security
and defence of the country, looking after the broken in their villages
and neighbourhoods then those functions which are part of the
traditional duties attached to the ownership of land and which
have given to it its title- if they cease to discharge those functions,
the time will come to reconsider the conditions under which land
is held in this country.

No country, however rich, can permanently afford to have
quartered upon its revenue a class which declines to do the duty
which it was called upon to perform.  And, therefore, it is one of
the prime duties of statesmanship to investigate those conditions.
When the Prime Minister did me the honour of inviting me to take
charge of the National Exchequer at a time of great difficulty, I
made up my kind, in framing the Budget which was in front of me,
that at any rate no cupboards should be barer, no lot should be
harder.  By that test, I challenge them to judge the Budget.
116. What is the main object of the person making this speech ?

(a) to castigate the landlords
(b) to stop the budget from being unbalanced
(c) to impose tax on the royalties received by the
landlords and justify the same.
(d) None of the above

117. Why does the author proposes to do, what he proposes
to do ?
(a) to fill up the government coffers
(b) to punish the landlords
(c) to better the lot of minors and to provide them social
security
(d) none of the above

118. The author is :-
(a) Prime Minister
(b) Finance Minister
(c) Commerce Minister
(d) Minister of Mines.

PASSAGE – II
A trust is formed in this way: a few gentlemen "promote"

it-that is to say, they get it up, being enormous fees for their
kindness, which fees are loaded on to the undertaking in the form
of securities of one kind or another. The argument of the promoters
is, not that every one who comes into the combination can carry
on his business more efficiently than he did before; the argument
is : we will assign to you as your share in the pool twice, three
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times, four times, or five times what you could have sold your
business for to an individual competitor who would have to run it
on an economic and competitive basis. We can afford to buy it at
such a figure because we are shutting out competition. We can
afford to make the stock of the combination half dozen times what
it naturally would be and pay dividends on it, because there will
be nobody to dispute the prices we shall fix.

Talk of that as sound business? Talk of that as inevitable?
It is based upon nothing except power. It is not based upon
efficiency. It is no wonder that the big trusts are not prospering in
proportion to such competitors as they still have in such parts of
their business as competitors have access to; they are prospering
freely only in those fields to which competition has no access.
Read the statistics of the Steel Trust, if you don't believe it. Read
the statistics of any trust. They are constantly nervous about
competition, and they are constantly buying up new competitors
in order to narrow the field. The United States Steel Corporation is
gaining in its supremacy in the American market only with regard
to the cruder manufactures of iron and steel, but it has important
competitors, its portion of the product is not increasing, but is
decreasing, and its competitors, where they have a foothold, are
often more efficient than it is.

Why, with unlimited capital and innumerable mines and
plants everywhere in the United States, can't they beat the other
fellows in the market? Partly because they are carrying too much.
Partly because they are unwieldy. Their organisation is imperfect.
They bought up inefficient plants along with efficient, and they
have got to carry what they have paid for, even if they have to
shut some of the plants up in order to make any interest on their
investments; or, rather, not interest on their investments, because
that is an incorrect word, on their alleged capitalisation. Here we
have a lot of gaints staggering along under an almost intolerable
weight of artificial burdens, which they have put on their own
backs, and constantly about looking less some little pygmy with
a round stone in a sling may come out and slay them.

I take my stand absolutely, where every progressive ought
to take his stand, on the proposition that private monopoly is
indefensible and intolerable. And there I will fight my battle. And
I know how to fight it. Everybody who has even read the
newspapers knows the means by which these men built up their
power and created these monopolies. Any decently equipped
lawyer can suggest to you statutes by which the whole business
can be stopped. What these gentlemen do not want is this: they
do not want to be compelled to meet all comers on equal terms. I
am perfectly willing that they should beat any competitor by fair
means; but I know the foul means they have adopted, and I know
that they can be stopped by law. If they think that coming into the
market upon the basis of mere efficiency, upon the mere basis of
knowing how to manufacture goods better than anybody else
and to sell them cheaper than anybody else, they can carry the
immense amount of water that they have put into their enterprises
in order to buy up rivals, then they are perfectly welcome to try it.
But there must be no squeezing out of the beginner, no crippling
his credit; no discrimination against retailers who buy from a rival;
no threats against concerns who sell supplies to a rival; no holding
back of raw material from him; no secret arrangements against

him. All the fair competition you choose, but no unfair competition
of any kind. And then when unfair competition is eliminated, let
us see these gentlemen carry their tanks of water on their backs.
All that I ask and I shall fight for is that they shall come into the
field against merit and brains everywhere. If they can beat other
American brains, then they have got the best brains.

But if you want to know how far brains go, as things now
are, suppose you try to match your better wares against these
gentlemen, and see them undersell you before your market is any
bigger than the locality and make it absolutely impossible for you
to get a fast foothold. If you want to know how brains count,
originate some invention which will improve the kind of machinery
they are using, and then see if you can borrow enough money to
manufacture it. You may be offered something for your patent by
the corporation, which will perhaps lock it up in a safe and go on
using the old machinery; but you will not be allowed to
manufacture. I know men who have tried it, and they could not get
the money, because the great money lenders of this country are in
the arrangement with the great manufacturers of this country, and
they do not propose to see their control of the market interfered
with by outsiders. And who are outsiders? Why, all the rest of the
people of the United States are outsiders.
119. The basic reason for the increasing success of the United

States Steel Corporation is that it
(a) has absolutely no competitors
(b) pays little heed to its competitors
(c) faces competition coolly
(d) has few competitors

120. The author indicates that the "best brains"
(a) are likely to succeed in business
(b) are monopolised by large corporations
(c) are not disadvantageous in business
(d) do not often go far against capitalistic competition

121. According to the passage, the difficulty of obtaining a
patent for an invention is often due to
(a) dealings between capitalist and manufacturers
(b) dealings between capitalists and patent offices
(c) public prejudice
(d) lack of money for the patent legal manner of obtaining
a patent

122. The passage was written some time between
(a) 1860 and 1872 (b) 1890 and 1902
(c) 1908 and 1920 (d) 1930 and 1942

123. All of the following would be unfair competition practices
except
(a) ruining the credit of a competitor
(b) withholding raw materials from the competitor
(c) showing a competitor that there is a lack of interest in
the latter's goods
(d) imitating the competitor's product
(e) threatening business which sell goods to competitor

PASSAGE – III
An urgent problem is now threatening libraries throughout

the world. Their collections, which are crucial for diverse purposes
as economic development, educational research and recreational
pursuits, are in danger of disintegrating.
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The problem is mainly due to one cause -- the type of paper
on which books have been printed for the past one and a half
centuries. Until the 1850s, paper was produced from linen or cotton
rags and proved to be relatively long-lasting. In the mid-19th
century, however, the popular demand for paper and the commercial
need for an economic method of production led to the use of
mechanically ground wood pulp. Paper manufactured from wood
pulp is highly acidic and therefore inherently unstable. It contains
lignin - a major factor in causing paper to discolour and
disintegrate. The useful lifespan of most 20th-century book papers
has been estimated to be no more than a few decades.

Libraries comprise an important part of the market for printed
books and they are increasingly aware of the fragility of this
material. The extent of the deterioration of library collections is
alarming. Surveys conducted at various major institutions reveal
that 26% to 40% of the books they hold are seriously embrittled
and thus unavailable for normal use.

Programmes are now being developed with two main aims
in mind - on the one hand, to improve the physical condition of
library collections, especially by the process called ‘mass de-
acidification’ (which is designed to eliminate acid from the paper
of published books and insert a buffer compound that will provide
protection against future acid attack from the environment); and
on the other, to transfer the contents of existing books to another
medium (such as microfilm or optical disk).

Libraries will only be able to carry out these special tasks
with the assistance of other experts such as book conservators
and high-technology specialists. But here is another group with
whom librarians have traditionally enjoyed strong affinities and
whose co-operation will be crucial if the problem of decaying
collections is to be arrested -- namely, the printing and publishing
industries. The existing problem -- that of book collections already
assembled in libraries -- is of vast proportions, but it is intensified
by the continuing use of acid-based paper in book publishing.
The key issue is how to preserve the books of the future, not
simply those of the past.

If the future dimensions of the conservation problem are to
be curbed, there will need to be widespread adoption of paper
which is of archival quality.

This change does not relate to a narrowly perceived need
because the long-term preservation of library collections is
important -- both for the social benefits they bring as well as for
the special advantages they bestow on the printing and publishing
industries.

In the first place, libraries are of critical importance to the
future well-being of citizens since they provide the knowledge
base of society. They contain the record of humanity - the
accumulation of ideas and insights and discoveries on which social
effort and progress are possible. The destruction of libraries would
represent an immense ‘cultural loss, a form of amnesia which would
affect every member of society.

In the second place, printers and publishers have an
economic interest in turning to paper or archival quality. So long
as the libraries are acquiring books with a short lifespan they will
be forced to devote an increasing share of their budgets to

conservation. These budgets are severely strained by the
combined impact of inflation and currency devaluation, and there
is scarcely any prospect of enlarged government funding. As a
result, libraries will be compelled to balance the preservation of
their collections against the expansion of those collections. In
short, the choice will be between conservation and acquisition --
and the funds for conservation are likely to come from acquisition
budgets. This unpalatable choice will damage both libraries and
the printing and publishing industries and can only be minimized
in its effects by a bold decision to convert to use of permanent
paper.
124. The tone of the passage is one of

(a) informed concern (b) destructive criticism
(c) derisive ridicule (d) helpless alarm

125. One of the reasons not mentioned in the passage in favour
of producing long-lasting paper is
(a) it will help preserve the knowledge-base of society
(b) it will enable more books to be bought by libraries
(c) it will lead to more governmental allocation to libraries
(d) it will help the publishing industry

126. Purchase of new books by libraries are bound to be curtailed
because of all the following reasons except
(a) drastic reduction in governmental funding
(b) the need for spending more money for conservation of

old books
(c) the need for microfilm books
(d) inflationary trends

127. Continued use of wood-pulp paper in book will affect
I. Libraries II. General public
III. The publishing industry IV. The Governments
(a) I and III only (b) II and III only
(c) I, II, III and IV (d) I, II, and III only

SECTION - VI
DIRECTIONS (Qs. 128 - 130) : Arrange sentences A, B, C and D
between sentences 1 and 6 to form a logical sequence of the six
sentences.
128. 1. Managers must lead by example;  they should not be

averse to giving a hand in manual work, if required
A. They should also update their competence to guide

their subordinates ; this would be possible only if they
keep in regular touch with new processes, machines,
instruments, gauges, systems and gadgets.

B. Work must be allocated to different groups and team
members in clear, specific terms.

C. Too much of wall -building is detrimental to the
excercise of the ‘personal charisma’ of the leader  whose
presence should not be felt only through notice,
circulars or memos, but by being seen physically.

D. Simple, clean living among one’s  people should be
insisted upon.

6. This would mean the maintaining of an updatd
orgnization chart; laying down job descriptions;
identifying key reult areas; setting personal target; and
above all, monitoring of performance, to meet
organizational goals.

(a) BDAC (b) BCDA
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(c) ADCB (d) ACDB
129. 1. Am  I  one  of  the  people  who  are  worried  that  Bill

Clinton’s second term might be destroyed by a
constitutional crisis?
A. On the other hand, ordinary citizens have put the

campaign behind them.
B. In other words, what worries me is that Bill Clinton

could exhibit a version of what George Bush used to
refer to as Big Mo.

C. That is, he might have so much campaign momentum
that he may not be able to stop campaigning.

D. Well, it’s true that I’ve been wondering whether a
President could be impeached for refusing to stop
talking about the bridge we need to build to the 21st
century.

6. They prefer now to watch their favourite soaps and
ads on TV rather than senators

(a) DBCA (b) ABDC
(c) BACD (d) CBDA

130. 1. India, which has two out of every five TB patients in
the world, is on the brink of a major public health
disaster

A. If untreated, a TB patient can die within five years.
B. Unlike AIDS, the great curse of modern sexuality, the

TB germ is air-borne, which means there are no barriers
to its spread.

C. The dreaded infection ranks fourth among major killers
worldwide

D. Every minute, a patient falls prey to the infection in
India, which means that over five lakh people die of
the disease annually.

6. Anyone, anywhere can be affected by this disease.
(a) CADB (b) BACD
(c) ABCD (d) DBAC

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 131 - 133) : For each of the words below, a
contextual usage is provided. Pick the word from the alternatives
given, that is most inappropriate in the given context.
131. Disuse : Some words fall into disuse as technology makes

objects obsolete
(a) Prevalent (b) Discarded
(c) Obliterated (d) Unfashionable

132. Parsimonious : The evidence was constructed from very
parsimonious scraps of information
(a) Frugal (b) Penurious
(c) Thrifty (d) Altruistic

133. Facetious : When  I  suggested  that  war  is  a  method  of
controlling population, my father remarked that I was being
facetious
(a) Jovian (b) Jovial
(c) Jocular (d) Joking

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 134 - 137) : In each of the following questions,
a part / two of a sentence has been left blank. You are to select

from among the four options given below each question, the one
which would best fill the blanks. In case of more than one blanks,
the first word in the pair, given in the choices, should fill the first
gap.
134. Learning is more efficient when it is ___________, less

efficient when it is ___________
(a) fast, slow (b) rapid, turtle-slow
(c) tedious, like a joy ride (d) fun, drudgery

135. The law prohibits a person from felling a sandalwood tree,
even if it grows on one’s own land, without prior permission
from the government. As poor people cannot deal with the
government this legal provision leads to a rip-roaring
business for ___________, who care neither for the
___________ , nor for the trees
(a) middlemen, rich (b) the government, poor
(c) touts rich (d) touts, poor

136. The___________ regions of  Spain all have unique cultures,
but the ___________ views within each region make the
issue of an acceptable common language of instruction an
even more contentious one
(a) different , competing (b) divergent, distinct
(c) distinct, disparate (d) different, discrete

137. The Internet is a medium where users have nearly
___________ choices and ___________ constraints about
where to go and what to do
(a) unbalanced, nonexistent
(b) embarrassing, no
(c) unlimited, minimal
(d) choking, shocking

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 138 & 139) : In each question, the word at the
top is used in four different ways, numbered (a) to (d). Choose the
option in which the usage of the word is Incorrect or
Inappropriate.
138. IMPLICATION

(a) Death, by implication, is the only solution the poem
offers the reader

(b) Several members of the audience misseed the
implication of the minister’s promise

(c) This letter will lead to the implication of several
industrialists in the share market scam

(d) Everyone appreciated the headmaster’s  implication in
raising flood relief in the village

139. DISTINCT
(a) Mars became distinct on the horizon in the month of

August
(b) The distinct strains of Ravi’s violin could be heard

above the general din
(c) He is distinct about what is right and what is wrong
(d) Ghoshbabu’s is a distinct case of water rising above

its own level
DIRECTIONS (Qs. 140 - 143) : In the following questions, each
sentence has been divided into four parts, marked
a, b, c, d. Identify that part of the sentence which needs to be
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changed for the sentence to be grammatically correct.
140. (a) In the forthcoming elections

(b) every man and woman
(c) must vote for the candidate
(d) as well as his dressing

141. (a) Almost all school teachers insist that
(b) a student’s mother
(c) is responsible for the students’s conduct
(d) as well as his dressing

142. (a) It is essential that diseases like tuberculosis
(b) are detected and treated
(c) as early as possible in order to
(d) assure a successful cure.

143. (a) If one has to decide
(b) about the choice of a career
(c) you should choose that option
(d) which is really beneficial.

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 144 - 147) : From the given alternatives,
select the one in which the pairs of words have a relationship
similar to the one between the bold words.
144. EASE : ALLEVIATE

(a) hint : allocate
(b) revolt : repudiate
(c) collapse : rise
(d) question : interrogate

145. ACTION : REACTION
(a) introvert : extrovert

(b) assail : defend
(c) diseased : treatment
(d) death : rebirth

146. ANTERIOR : POSTERIOR
(a) in : out
(b) top : bottom
(c) head : tail
(d) front : rear

147. PREMISE : CONCLUSION
(a) assumption : inference
(b) hypothesis : theory
(c) knowledge : ideas
(d) brand : marketing

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 148 - 150) : Each question has four words
marked A, B, C and D; of which two words are most nearly SAME
or OPPOSITE in meaning. Choose one such pair from the given
alternatives.
148. A. Concentration B. Dissociation

C. Distraction D. Deliberation
(a) A-D (b) B-C
(c) A-C (d) C-D

149. A. Indelible B. Erasable
C. Insignificant D. Temporary
(a) A-C (b) C-B
(c) A-B (d) B-D

150. A. Implies B. Leads
C. Confirms D. Connotes
(a) C-B (b) A-D
(c) B-A (d) D-C
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HINTS & SOLUTIONS

1 (b) 21 (c) 41 (a) 61 (c) 81 (d) 101 (c) 121 (a) 141 (c)
2 (c) 22 (c) 42 (b) 62 (d) 82 (a) 102 (d) 122 (c) 142 (d)
3 (d) 23 (d) 43 (d) 63 (b) 83 (d) 103 (a) 123 (c) 143 (c)
4 (d) 24 (b) 44 (a) 64 (a) 84 (c) 104 (c) 124 (a) 144 (d)
5 (b) 25 (d) 45 (b) 65 (a) 85 (a) 105 (d) 125 (c) 145 (b)
6 (c) 26 (d) 46 (b) 66 (b) 86 (b) 106 (a) 126 (a) 146 (d)
7 (b) 27 (c) 47 (d) 67 (b) 87 (b) 107 (a) 127 (d) 147 (a)
8 (d) 28 (d) 48 (b) 68 (d) 88 (b) 108 (b) 128 (c) 148 (c)
9 (b) 29 (b) 49 (a) 69 (c) 89 (a) 109 (d) 129 (a) 149 (c)

10 (c) 30 (c) 50 (b) 70 (d) 90 (d) 110 (a) 130 (a) 150 (b)
11 (b) 31 (a) 51 (a) 71 (a) 91 (b) 111 (c) 131 (a)
12 (d) 32 (b) 52 (b) 72 (c) 92 (d) 112 (b) 132 (d)
13 (b) 33 (c) 53 (d) 73 (d) 93 (b) 113 (b) 133 (a)
14 (c) 34 (c) 54 (d) 74 (c) 94 (d) 114 (d) 134 (d)
15 (b) 35 (a) 55 (a) 75 (a) 95 (a) 115 (d) 135 (d)
16 (a) 36 (a) 56 (d) 76 (d) 96 (d) 116 (c) 136 (a)
17 (c) 37 (d) 57 (d) 77 (a) 97 (c) 117 (c) 137 (c)
18 (c) 38 (b) 58 (a) 78 (b) 98 (b) 118 (b) 138 (d)
19 (a) 39 (c) 59 (c) 79 (a) 99 (a) 119 (d) 139 (c)
20 (c) 40 (a) 60 (b) 80 (a) 100 (a) 120 (d) 140 (d)

ANS WER KEY

SECTION - II
For (Sol. 31-33) :

S, T, U and V each has Rs 32 after 4th round i.e. They have
a total of 32 × 4 = Rs 128 among themselves after each
round of game.

Possible distribution S T U V Total 
of money 

After 4th round 32 32 32 32 128
After 3rd round 16 16 16 80 128
After 2nd round 8 8 72 40 128
After 1st round 4 68 36 20 128
At the beginning 66 34 18 10 128

31. (a) Suvarna
32. (b) At the end of the second round Uma has Rs 72 with

her.
33. (c) Suvarna started with Rs 66.
34. (c)

Husband Sister Man Brother Wife Son

Son

Brother

Photograph/Mother

Mother-in-law

Nephew

35. (a) (i) Sudha  >  Puja
(ii) Suma  >  Kavita  >  Sudha
(iii) Sudha  >  Mamta  > Puja
Now order of score is
Suma  >  Kavita  >  Sudha  >  Mamta  >  Puja

36. (a) Distance to courier’s destination = 10 km

( )
Weight Units Speed Rate Cost

(km / h) Rs / hour
10 8 5 10 10 8 2 160
20 4 2 10 10 4 5 200
40 2 1 10 10 2 10 200

´ ´ =
´ ´ =
´ ´ =

37. (d) I, II and III, IV are mutually exclusive.

Killer Sweater JacketJacket RosesRoses

either
Either I or II
Either III or IV

38. (b)

G

M
P

None of the conclusions follows.
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For (Sol. 39-42) :

Q No i/(A) ii(B) iii iv
39 (ü) ü ü ü

40 — ü ü ü

41 ü — — ü

42 ü ü × ü

(A) + (ii) + (iii) + (iv) = Option (c)
(B) + (ii) + (iii) + (iv) = Option (d)
Anything not fulfilling = Option (a).

39. (c) 40.  (a)     41.  (a)     42.  (b)

For (Sol. 43-45) : Let us find out the logic: In Step I, the last three
words get reversed while the first and third, and second and
fourth interchange their positions. In Step II, the middle
three words get reversed and the alternate words interchange
among themselves in the remaining four. In Step III, the
three-word group is at the beginning and changes takes
place accordingly.
From step III to step IV, changes are similar to those.
From Input to Step I. And so on.
Now, if we mark the words in the input by digits 1 to 7
respectively the digital arrangement will be :
Input : 1    2    3    4    5    6    7
Step I: 3    4    1    2    7    6    5
Step II: 6    5    7    2    1    3    4
Step III: 7    5    6    3    4    2    1
Step IV: 6    3     7   5     1   2    4
Step V: 2    4    1    5    7    6    3
Step VI: 1    4    2    6    3    5    7
Step VII: 2    6    1    4    7    5    3

43. (d) Let us write down the words given in step V along with
its code from the above table.
Step V:  bees are sucking juice from colourful flowers
Code:        2     4       1          5      7         6           3
Thus we have each word being assigned a digit. Now what
would step III be ? The table says : 7563421. We know that
7 stands for from, 5 stands for juice , and so on.

44.   (a) 45.  (b)
For (Sol. 46-49 : The information given in the question can be
represented in the table

Est Mat San Tata Mus Dan Pain Thea
W ü ü ü ü
X ü ü

Y ü × × ü ü

Z ü ü ü ü
Solapur 

Surat
Nas ik Pune 

Nas ik 

Cars Hobby

46. (b) From the above table, it is clear that W drives Esteem
and watches Theatre and Pune is famous for Theatre.

47. (d) Clearly, (I) and (III) are false.
48. (b) It is clear that W uses Esteem to go to see music show

in Surat.

49. (a) Y can go for a painting exhibition in a Matiz.
50. (b) The relation can be find out with the help of following

diagram.

Manish AnujBrother in law

Daughter

Wife

Father

Fa
the

r i
n l

aw

Son

Mother

For (Sol. 51-53) :

1 2 3 4 5/ ( c) 6/(b) 7/(a)
51 ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

52 ü ü ü ü ü ü

53 ü ü ü ü (ü) ü ü

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 = Option 1
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + (c) + 6 + 7 = Option 5
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + (b) + 7 = Option 4
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + (a) = Option 3
Any other combination or anything missing = Option 2
51. (a) 52. (b)      53. (d)

For (Sol. 54- 57) : The information given in the question suggests
that all the seven members belong to three generation in the
following ways.

I (Grandparents) F (Male Teacher) – A (Female Professor)
II (Parents)  G (Male Lawyer) – C (Female Professor)
III(Children)  B (Male (Doctor) – D – E (Female Doctor)

(Male Teacher)
54. (d) They belong to three generations.
55. (a) GC is one of the married pairs.
56. (d) D is the son of C.
57. (d) D is the male Teacher.
For (Sol. 58-61) : Because the two relatives bought more

chocolates then the other three, either one of them must
have bought 5 chocolates and other must have bought three
or more chocolates.

Case Relatives Others

I 3 +5 = 8 1 + 2 + 4 = 7
II 4 + 5 = 9 1 + 2 + 3 = 6

Number of 
chocolates 

bought

Case I :  Let the cost of each chocolates that the relative
must have paid be x. The  relative must have paid = 8x
Hence, others pay = 7 × 2x = 14 x
\ 14x – 8x = 6x = 15 Þ x = 2.5
Since x has to be a whole number, hence this case is not
possible.
Case II: The relatives get 9 chocolates.
They pay 9x ; others pay = 6 × 2x = 12x
\ 12x – 9x = 3x = Rs.15 Þ x = 5 and 2x = 10

58. (a) The relatives pay Rs. 5.
59. (c) The other children pay Rs. 10 for 6 chocolates

(1 + 2 + 3).
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60. (b) The total amount paid = 12x + 9x
= 21x = 21 × 5 =Rs. 105.

61. (c) Case I : 14x – 8x = 6x = 27 Þ x = 4.5 not possible
Case II: 12x – 9x = 3x = 27 Þ x = 9 possible
Others pay = 2x = 2 × 9 = Rs. 18

62. (d) Arranging the clues, the two possible arrangement of
the cricketers are :
Arrangement I U Y T X W V
Arrangement II U X T Y V W
So, X can occupy either the 3rd or the 5th positions.
Hence, the answer option is (d).

SECTION - III

63. (b)

45°

A

B C
Let, BC be the breadth of the river and AB be height of
the tower and Ð ACB = 45°
From the given option we have to find the relation
between AB and BC.

In D ABC,  tan 45° = 
AB
BC

   or    1  
AB
BC

=

\  AB = BC
64. (a) a sec q + b tan q = 1 ...(i)

a2 sec2q – b2 tan2q = 5 ...(ii)
From (i) and (ii)
a sec q – b tan q = 5 ...(iii)
From (i) and (iii)
a sec q = 3 ...(iv)
b tan q = – 2 ...(v)
From (v), a2sec2q = 9

or  a2 (1 + tan2q) = 9   or  2
21 9a

b
æ ö4

+ =ç ÷è ø

or   a2b2 + 4a2 = 9b2

65. (a) 180 180 70 110D BÐ = - Ð = - = °
180ACD D CAD\Ð = - Ð - Ð

     = °=-- 4030110180
66. (b) Let AB be the road and EC and ED be the ladder.

Let x be the width of the road.

A E B

C

D

15

1512
9

Given : AC = 12 m, EC = ED = 15m and BD = 9m
In D ACE, (15) 2 – (12)2 = AE2 Þ AE = 9m.
In D EDB, (15)2 – (9)2 = (EB)2 Þ EB = 12 m
\ AB = 12 + 9 = 21m

67. (b) Let the side of the square be x, then

3
=

xBE  and 
2

=
xBF

A

D C

E

BF x/2

x/3

x

Area of DFEB 
21

2 3 2 12
= ´ ´ =

x x x

Now, 
2

108
12

=
x

Þ x2 = 108 × 12 = 1296
In DADC, we have
AC2 = AD2 + DC2

= x2 + x2 = 2x2

= 2 × 1296 = 2592

or AC 2362592 ==

68. (d)

B C

A

10 cm

Q

P

R

D ABC and D PQR are similar..

Perimeter of ABC
Perimeter of PQR

D
=

D
AB
PQ

Þ 
36
24

=
AB
PQ

  or  36 10 15
24

= ´ =AB

69. (c) Let the filling capacity of the  pump = x m3/ min
then, empty capacity = (x +10) m3/ min
Total capacity of tank = 2400 m3

\ 
2400 2400– 8

10x x
=

+
 2 10 – 3000 0x xÞ + =

Þ  x = 50, – 60 Þ  x = 50m3/min (Q x ¹ – 60)

70. (d)

a

b
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Let ‘a’ be the shorter and ‘b’ be the longer sides of
rectangle

then, 2 2
2
ba b a b+ - + =  2 2

2
ba b aÞ + = +

Squaring both sides,
2

2 2
2
ba b aæ ö+ = +ç ÷è ø

3
4

a
b

\ =

or, a : b = 3 : 4
71. (a) Let the smallest side of the polygon be a.

Then the largest side of the polygon = 20a
Therefore, the sides of the polygon are respectively a,
a + d, a + 2d, .......... a + 23d, a +  24d; d being the comon
difference.
\   a + 24d = 20a  Þ 19a = 24d
Sum of the lengths of the sides = 2100
Þ  a + (a + d) + ....... + (a + 24d) = 2100
Þ  25a + d(1 + 2 + ....... + 24) = 2100

Þ  25a + d 
24(24 1)

2100
2

+é ù =ê úë û
Þ  25a + 300d = 2100

Þ  25 × 
24

300 2100
19

d
d+ =

Þ  
600 300 2100

19
d d+ = Þ  6 3 21

19
d d+ =

Þ  63d = 19 × 21 Þ  d = 19
3

\   19a = 24d

Þ  19a = 24 19 8 19
3
´

= ´  Þ a = 8

Thus smallest side = 8 cm, and

the common difference = 19 16
3 3

= cm

Alternative
Let the smallest side and common difference be a and
d respectively. Then largest side = 20a
Now, using the formula

( ),
2n
n

S a= + l l being largest side & n being no. of

sides

2100  = 
25 ( 20 )
2

a a+  Þ a = 8 cm, so l = 160 cm

Also, using, l = a + (n – 1)d

160 = 8 + 24 d  Þ 152 19 16
24 3 3

d = = =  cm.

72. (c) (n +1)th term – nth term = 2 2( 1) 1 ( 1)n n+ + - +

= 2 22 1 1 1 2 1n n n n+ + + - - = +

73. (d) With  the  change  in  the  sign  of  the  members  of  S1
nothing definitely can be said because if both the
sequences contain negative number then each term of
S1 will be greater than each term of S2. So the answer
must be none of these.

74. (c) Let capacity of each cup be 100 ml
After first operaton, first container will have 200 ml of
alcohol and second container will have 300 l alcohol
and 500 ml water.
Ratio of water to alcohol in the second container = 5 : 3.
After second operation, the quantity of water and

alcohol left would be 
5300 187.5 ml
8

æ ö´ =ç ÷
è ø

 and

3300
8

æ ö´ç ÷
è ø

112.5 ml=  respectively in the first container..

And the quantity of water and alcohol in the first
container is 187.5 ml and (200 + 112.5) ml = 312.5 ml
hence, ratio of water and alcohol = 187.5 : 312.5 = 3 : 5
and the ratio of alcohol to water = 5 : 3.
Hence, on comparing ratio of water and alcohol in both
the containers we find that A = B.

75. (a) Since, logxa,ax/2 and logbx are in GP,
\ (ax/2)2 = (logxa) × (logbx)
or  ax = logba
Taking log of both sides with base a, we get,
x logaa = loga (logba)
or  x = loga(logba)

76. (d) nth term, 
[ ]2

1 2
2 (2 1)(2 1)(4 1)

nT
n nn

= =
+ --

          
1 1 1
2 (2 1) 2 1n n

é ù
= -ê ú- +ë û

, n = 1, 2, .......10

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 3 3 5 19 19 21

S é ù= - + - - - - - - - + -ê úë û

  úû
ù

êë
é -=

21
11

2
1

21
10

=

77. (a) Each one of the 26 players played 25 matches and none
of the matches ended in a draw.
Hence, all the scores must be even. Also each one of
them scored different from the other.
The maximum score possible is 50 and minimum score
is 0.
There are exactly 26 possible scores, 50, 48, 46 .....0.
The ranking is in a alphabetical order means

A scored 50, B – 48, Z – 0.
This is possible if A wins all the matches B loses only
to A win against all others etc.
In final rank, every player win only with all players who
are below in final ranking . Since M > N hence M wins
over N.
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78. (b) We will get 10 values because 5C2 = 10.
Let A, B, C , D and E be the boxes in ascending order of
their weights.
Then the largest value of 10 weights is 121
and D + E = 121
Similarly, we have C + E = 120, A + B =110  and
A + C = 112

2 2 2 463A C E B DÞ + + + + = ...(i)
We know that
4 (A + B + C + D + E)

110 112 113 114 116 117 118= + + + + + +
119 120 121+ + +  = 1160

Þ A + B + C + D + E = 290
\ From (i),  463 290 173A C E+ + = - =

But   A+ C = 112 61EÞ =
79. (a) Let A be the event ‘ company gets a hardware contract’.

Let B be the event ‘ company gets a software contract’.

Given : 
2

( )
3

P A =  and 
5 4

( ) ( )
9 9

P B P B= Þ =

and 
4( )
5

P A BÈ =

To find : ( ) ?P A BÇ =

As we know, ( ) ( ) ( ) – ( )P A B P A P B P A BÈ = + Ç

Þ 4 2 4 – ( )
5 3 9

P A B= + Ç
10 4 14( ) –
9 5 45

P A BÞ Ç = =

80. (a) Let there are four rows, say R1, R2, R3 and R4.
Now, each row contains 8 chairs.
Let C1 denotes the class one and C2 denotes the other
class.
R1   R2     R3   R4
C1   C2

    C1   C2
C2   C1    C2   C1
16 students of class C1 can be seated in 16 chairs

= 16
16 16!P <  ways

16 students of class C2 can be seated in 16 chairs
= 16

16 16!P <  ways
Total no. of seating arrangement

= (16! × 16!) + (16! × 16!)
= 2 (16! × 16!)

81. (d) 4 questions having 3 answers, each can be answered
in 34 ways.
Similarly, we have 23 and 51 ways.
i.e. total possible answers = 34 × 23× 51  = 3240

82. (a) The probabilities that the article will be defective
9 95 91 5 9 5

100 100 100 100 100 100
´ + ´ + ´

= 
171 91 9
2000 2000 2000

+ +  = 
271
2000

\   The probabilities that the article will be non defective

= 
271 17291

2000 2000
- =  = 0.8645

83. (d)

   

1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 1, 5

2, 1 2, 2 2, 3 2, 4 2, 5

3, 1 3, 2 3, 3 3, 4 3, 5

4, 1 4, 2 4, 3 4, 4 4, 5

5, 1 5, 2 5, 3 5, 4 5, 5

No. of total events = 25.

Chance of winning in one trial

Hence, chance of not winning 

5 1
25 5

= =

1 41
5 5

= - =

84. (c) 1st wheel makes 1 rev. per sec

2nd wheel makes 
10
6 rev. per sec

3rd wheel makes 
10
4 rev. per sec

In other words 1st, 2nd and 3rd wheel take 1, 
5
3  and 

5
2

seconds respectively to complete one revolution.

L.C.M of 1, 
5
3  and 

5
2 5

2,3,1of.F.C.H
5,5,1of.M.C.L

==

Hence, after every 5 seconds the red spots on all the
three wheels touch the ground.

85. (a) Let number of officers = x
\  Number of workers = (400 – x)
Now, 400´ 3000 = x´ 10, 000 + (400 – x)´ 2000
Hence,  officer = 50
\   x = 50 \ worker = 350
Alternatively : Except option (a), others show total
number of employees to be more than 400.

86. (b) Take any value of a, b, c such that
a + b + c = 0  where a b c¹ ¹

say 1, 1 and 0a b c< < , <
substituting these values in

2 2 2

2 2 22 2 2
a b c

a bc b ac c ab
∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗
= 10

2
1

2
1

=++

87. (b) We have been given a graph of fuel consumption
versus speed
At 60 km / hr

time taken hrs
3

10hrs
60

200
==  and fuel consumption

is 4 litres / hr. from graph.

Petrol consumed lit
3

404
3

10
=´= = 13.33 litres

88. (b) For consumption to be less say at 40 km/ hr, time
= 5 hrs.
So, consumption = 2.5 × 5 = 12.5 litres
at 80 km/hr, time = 2.5 hr, consumption

                = 7.4 × 2.5 which is high
So for consuming lesser petrol she should decrease
the speed.
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89. (a) We know, 
3 3

2 2
+

- +

a b
a ab b

2 2

2 2
( )( )

( )
+ + -

=
+ -

a b a b ab
a b ab

 [using, a3 + b3

= (a + b) (a2 + b2 – ab)]
45 55 100= + = + =a b              (Q  on comparing with

given information a = 55, b = 45)

SECTION - IV
90. (d) Since we have to find number of lays which produced

yellow colored fabrics, we can easily count the number
of lays which have not produced any size of yellow
garments i.e. counting  lays with production 0,0,0,0 for
all sizes than we get, 13 such numbers. Hence lays
used to produce yellow fabrics = 27 – 13 = 14

91. (b) Similarly, as done in last question, we will find the
number of lays which have not produced any XXL size
of garments (of any colour). Hence we found lays with
no XXL fabrics = 11. Hence lays used to produce extra-
extra large fabrics = 27 – 11 = 16

92. (d) Again, we will just have to first find lays which don’t
produce XXL yellow and  XXL white fabrics i.e., with
count 0 & 0 in XXL yellow and XXL white. So counting
such lays we get 12 number of lays. Hence lays used
to produce XXL yellow or XXL white fabrics
= 27 – 12  = 15

93. (b) Easily seen from the given table, number of fabrics
which exceeded production is 4. They’re Yellow
(M & XL one each), white (L & XXL one each).

94. (d) Required population of the country AD in the year

2006 
10,0007100

0.8
= ´ 88750000=

i.e.,  88750 thousand.
95. (a) It is clear from the table AG is the first and N is the

second because their numbers of cases are 21,861
and 1862 respectively.

96. (d) Because the number of cases of M, T and AJ is very
less.

97. (c) It is clear from given table.
98. (b) Chaidesh's export of tea, as a proportion of tea produced

is given below :
Year Required proportion
1996 189/561
1997 209/587
1998 215/645
1999 1/3
Hence it would be highest in 1997.

99. (a) Chaidesh's population for different years is calculated
as follows :

 
tyavailabilicapitaper
nconsumptiodomestic

=  
tyavailabilicapitaper

exportProduction
=

For 1995, 487
214population =

For 1997, 
378population
510

=

For 1996, 
372population
464

=

For 1999, 
440population
566

=

Hence it would be lowest in 1995.
100. (a) Productivity increaseing continuously and area under

cultivation  is decreasing  throughout. Hence
productivity also increases continuosly. So highest in
1999.

101. (c) For Emp. no.  50
67.9

43.594:2001151 >

For Emp no. 50
39.1

31.472:2001158 >

For Emp no. 50
27.5

25.402:2001164 >

For Emp no. 50
10

10.512:2001172 >

For Emp no. 50
50.25
88.1303:2001173 >

Therefore there are five such  employees

102. (d) 80% of 25 
80 25 20

100
= ´ =

or 80% attendance = 20 days
Employees with total earnings more than 600 and
having attendance more than 20 days, are :
Emp No. 2001147, 2001151, 2001172, 201173, 2001174,
2001179, 2001180.
Hence, there are seven employees.

103. (a) Emp No. Earnings Days(D) E/D Earnings
(medium) (medium) (medium) Complex

2001164 735.22 12.07 60.91 76.3
2001172 117.46 8.50 13.82 51.2
2001179 776.46 19.00 40.85 23.3
2001180 1262.79 19.00 66.46 23.3

From above it is obvious that emp. no. 2001180 has
max. Earning per day in medium operation.

104.(c) In all there are 7 employees who are engaged in both
complex and medium operations. Among them, average
earnings per day is more for complex operations in case
of 2001151, 2001158, 2001164, 2001171 and 2001172.
Hence 5.

105. (d) Find the range for each person, we see that for Shyam
the range is the lowest.

106. (a) Geeta’s graph is flat in the second to third month.
107. (a) It is clear from visual observation of graph that, Geeta

starts at the lowest but is at the maximum at month 2.
108. (b) Seeta grows maximum in month 2-3 but grows at a

slower rate after 3rd month.
109. (d) Clearly the second para talks that falling STD tariffs

and increasing competition are not the reasons for the
decrease in profit.
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110. (a) Government has reimbursed 2000 crore and not 2300
crore so (b) is wrong. As STD tariffs have gone
down, margins have shrinked, so they will never be
able to make the kind of profits they used to have
earlier. So (c) is wrong. Clearly (d) is wrong as fuel is
the main requirement for power back-up (generators
etc.)

111. (c) Revenue in 2002 – 03 = 25000
This is a 5% increase from previous year

So, revenues in 2001 – 02 = 
25000 23809
1.05

»  crore

112. (b) Arrears in 2001 - 02 = 3848 crores
Arrears in 2002 - 03 = 6266 crores

Required % age = 
3848 100
6266

´  = 61.4%

113. (b) Gross receipts for Mega Burger over 2000-2002
= (2.5 + 2.5 + 3.4) million = 8.4 million
Gross receipts for Pizza Pie = (1 + 2.2 + 3) million
= 6.2 million
Required difference = 8.4 – 6.2 = 2.2 million

114. (d) Percentage increase of Mega Burger over Pizza Pie

= 100
3

34.3
´

-
 = %153.13100

3
4.0

»=´

(nearest available option)
115. (d) No such extraneous considerations could be accounted

for without additional information.

SECTION - V
116. (c) In the course of the first paragraph second line, the

speechwriter makes his intent crystal clear ‘I have got
first one other land tax and that is a tax on royalties’.
Through other parts of the passage he justifies the
imposition in view of the obvious role of landlords.
Imposition of tax, however, remains the primary import
– option (c) therefore is most appropriate.

117. (c) Options (a) and (b) are clearly suitable. Option (c) can
be deduced from paragraphs 3 and 4 the mines are at
great risk; the landlord simply refuse to discharge their
obligations – by implication therefore, tax imposed in
royalties received by landlords will be used to better
the lot of minor and provide them with social security.

118. (b) Last paragraph - Prime Minister told me the honour of
inviting me to take charge of National Exchequer – it is
obvious that the author is Finance Minister.

119. (d) Success of USSC is not because of greater efficiencies
but because of few competitors. Where competitors
exist they are more efficient. (read para 2)
Hence (d) is the answer.

120. (d) Brains cannot match capitalistic competition. See last
para. The best brains need capital to  get their
enterprises going. The capital will be denied to you
because the great money lenders are in league with the
great capitalists. Brains therefore do not go for against
capitalistic  competition

121. (a) See the last para - "you may be offered something for
your patent by the corporation.... But you will not be
allowed to manufacture".

Therefore option (a) is most appropriate.
122. (c) Manufacturing and corporations of the kind referred

to - protectionist monopolies throw back to the period
1908 – 1920. 1930 – 1942 was the period of the great
depression - unlikely to be associated with economic
activity.
Option (c) is the most appropriate answer.

123. (c) All other options have keen specially listed as unfair
practices (para 3). 'Showing a competitor - lack of
interest in his goods' - is merely a  business strategy -
not unfair practice. Additionly it is not listed as such in
the passage. It can be infered that it is not an unfair
practice.

124. (a) As can be inferred from the concern of the author from
the passage the tone of the passage seems to be
informed concern.

125. (c) (c) is the only option not mentioned in the passage
anywhere.

126. (a) (b), (c) and (d) can be clearly inferred from the passage.
(a) is the only option not mentioned in the passage
anywhere.

127. (d) The passage clearly says that libraries are being
affected as mentioned in Para 3. Further Para 8 says
that it would be a great loss to our society or General
Public. The last para brings out the effect to the
Publishing Industry.

SECTION - VI
128. (c) In a logical sequence 1 is followed by A which talks of

additional things being done by managers and then it
is followed by D, C and B which fits in alongwith
sentence number 6.

129. (a) Sentence D is a logical sequence to sentence 1 as it is
in a way an answer to the question asked in the first
sentence. B naturally follows as it is a further
explanation of the answer. This is followed by C and A,
as A is directly linked to sentence 6 referring to ordinary
citizens.

130. (a) Sentence C exaplains sentence number 1 and is followed
by A which gives more details. D also gives more details
and therefore follows A whereas B links to sentence
number 6 and comes before it thus the logical sequence
is CADB.

131. (a) Prevalent means in widespread use in a particular area
at a particular time.

132. (d) Altruistic means generous and selfless concern for
others, but parsimonious is something in little amount.

133. (a) Jovian means to be like the Roman God Jupiter.
134. (d) Efficient learning is fun whereas dull work or drudgery

makes learning less efficient.
135. (d) The touts persuade the people to sell illegally thereby

making a profit, not caring about either the poor or the
trees.
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Solutions
136. (a) The first blank can be only fit in with ‘different’. Though

‘divergent’ also appears correct, ‘distinct’ will not fit in
the second blank.

137. (c) Internet gives us unlimited choices and the minimum
of constraints.

138. (d) Implication means a likely consequence, in this case
(d) is eliminated as the word implication in this sentence
does not make sense.

139. (c) The sentence (c) uses distinct in an incorrect manner,
thus it is to be eliminated whereas (a), (b) and (d) use
the word in the right sense.

140. (d) In (d) the word “dressing” is gramatically incorrect.
The correct use will be ‘dress’.

141. (c) (c) is incorrect as “students” should not have an
apostrophe. The apostrophe should follow the singular
from ‘student’.

142. (d) (d) is incorrect because of the word “assure”, which
should changed to “ensure”.

143. (c) (c) is incorrect stentence because “one is always
followed by one and not you”.

144. (d) The relation between the two words is that of degree.
Alleviate means the same as ease but higher in degree,
just as interrogate is higher in degree to question.
Repudiate means to reject or disown and allocate means
to assign. No other pair has a similar relationship.

145. (b) Reaction is in response to an action just as a defence is
in response to an assail. All other pairs have a different
relationship.

146. (d) Posterior means the rear and anterior means the front.
147. (a) A conclusion is drawn from a premise, similarly an

inference can be drawn from an assumption.
Hypothesis is also an assumption but a theory a usually
drawn from proofs.

148. (c) Distraction is the antonym of Concentration.
149. (c) Indelible means making marks that cannot be erased,

removed, or the like. So Erasable is the opposite.
150. (b) Implies and Connotes (to suggest or imply in addition

to literal meaning) mean the same thing.


